Fujitsu fi-7180
A4 Document
Scanners
FJ3022

The Fujitsu fi-7180 is a desktop A4 document scanner, featuring an 80 page ADF. It replaces the popular Fujitsu fi-6140Z scanner.
Fujitsu's fi-7180 ADF scanning speed is rated at an amazing 80ppm or 160ipm in duplex mode. The fi-7180 also offers versatile
paper handling, including the ability to scan mixed documents, small cards or extra long documents. It includes PaperStream IP
which features advanced image processing at Twain/ISIS driver level, and the PaperStream Capture application. The scanner
supports USB3.0 for high speed data transfer between scanner and the computer. LCD is equipped on the operational panel to
display the operational settings for scanning documents, the number of sheets scanned, and error status. It can be used to easily
check the status of the scanner. The scanner is equipped with “Skew Reducer” to ensure straight paper feeding even for mix batch
of small or thin papers. This function reduces the skewness of the documents and minimizes the occurrence of missing the edge of
the scanned image. The Fujitsu fi-7180 has an ultrasonic multifeeds sensor that accurately detects “multifeeds” errors where two
or more sheets are fed through the scanner at once. When there is paper of the same size attached to a designated location on
the page, the Intelligent Multifeed function enables the scanner to recognize the location of the attachment. This allows the user to
continue scanning instead of pausing the scan by detecting every paper attachment as multifeed. The scanner’s automatic
detection function outputs images in color or monochrome by the document content. This saves the user time by avoiding the
hassle of changing the settings for every scan.
Main features: 80ppm (160ipm), 80p ADF, A4, True Duplex, USB3. 1 year warranty RTB.

Fujitsu fi-7180
A4 Document Scanners
fi-7180 Specifications
ADF (Doc. Feeder)

Yes

ADF Scan Area - Max.

210x5461 mm

ADF Scan Area - Min.

51x54 mm

Duplex or Simplex

True Duplex

ADF Speed (ppm)

80

ADF Capacity (pages)

80

ADF Speed Duplex (ipm)

160

ADF Paper Path

Straight

Paper Weight

27 to 413 gsm for A4 (126 to 209 gsm for A8 size)

Duty Cycle
Colour Modes

B&W, Greyscale, Colour

Scanning Technology

2 x CCD

Interface

USB3.0/2.0

Resolution (dpi, optical)

600

File Formats

Text Searchable PDF, TIFF, JPEG, BMP

Supported OS

WINDOWS XP, VISTA, Win 7, Win 8 (32/64), Server 2008, Server 2012

Software Standards

TWAIN, ISIS drivers

Imaging Features

Deskewing, sharpening, auto-crop, blank page removal, page separation, dynamic
thresholding, noise removal

In the Box

PaperStream Capture, ScanSnap Manager, FineReader OCR for ScanSnap, Central
Admin Agent, USB Cable

Electrical

Input: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Power consumption:

Light Source

LED

Dimensions

300x170x163 mm

PC Configuration

Minimum: 2GB RAM, USB2. Recommended: 4GB RAM

Weight

9

Operating Environment

5°C to 35°C, 20-80%RH

Warranty

12 months parts & labour warranty
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